Abstract-This paper presents the design, characterization, and experimental evaluation of a wireless capacitive pressure sensor embedded within a rotating workroll of a microrolling machine for monitoring the production of micrometer-scaled texture on thin metallic workpiece. The sensor converts the spatial and temporal variations of pressure across the interface between the roll and workpiece into capacitance values, thereby experimentally establishing a quantitative correlation between the online measurement and the geometric features being formed on the workpiece, in real time. Analytical and numerical models have been developed to guide the design of the sensor to maximize the capacitance output while satisfying the space constraint. A sensitivity matrix linking the measured capacitance with pressure distribution has been established through numerical analysis. Simulation and experiments confirmed the effectiveness of the embedded sensor in enabling intelligent microrolling.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ICROROLLING-BASE texturing is a continuous manufacturing process to produce micrometer-scaled textures on thin sheet metals such as micro channels of 10-100 μm in dimensions over a large surface area at a low cost. These microtextures increase the surface area as well as the structural strength of the sheet. Typical microrolled products include electrodes for deep brain stimulation or bioimplants for treatment of Parkinson's disease and diabetes. During the microrollingbased texturing process, a piece of sheet metal is fed into the gap between two rotating rolls. One of the rolls has textures on its surface, and the other one is smooth. By changing the preset gap between the two rolls as well as the force applied to the roll, texture can be transferred onto the sheet metal in different depths and widths. To enhance the forming process, electrical current can be applied to the rolls or sheet metals to soften the material by increasing its temperature under the Joule heating effect. Z. Fan, X. Zou, and R. X. Gao are with the University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269 USA (e-mail: zfan@engr.uconn.edu; xiz12014@engr.uconn.edu; rgao@engr.uconn.edu).
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To ensure consistency and quality of the formed textures, monitoring and control of the forming pressure across the sheet metal are required. Various embedded sensing techniques for measuring roll-workpiece contact have been investigated [1] . While details of the designs have varied, the general approach was to integrate a sensing element in the form of a pin, a cone, or a wedge into the roll surface for contact with the sheet metal [2] - [4] . These designs were targeted at the conventional rolling process where the roll diameters are in the range of 600-1400 mm. In comparison, forming rolls in microrolling are typically less than 70 mm in diameter, therefore leaving little space for structural integration of sensors. Furthermore, contact-based sensing is not viable for microrolled textures, as it reduces the dimensional accuracy of the formed textures and may even damage them. The significantly reduced roll dimension requires a new, noncontact, embedded sensing method for in-process pressure measurement [5] , [6] .
Piezoelectric sensors and strain gauges have been investigated for roll deformation monitoring in conventional rolling machines [7] , [8] . Also, noncontact methods have been studied for indirect pressure sensing by measuring the deformation of the compressed or stretched structure. As an example, fiber optic Bragg grating and Hall effect sensors were embedded in the roller cover to measure pressure and temperature distribution during the paper rolling process [8] . Capacitance sensing array has been fabricated for contact pressure distribution measurement [9] . One of the challenges in noncontact pressure sensing is that the sensing parameter, e.g., deformation or capacitance, may be related to the pressure through a nonlinear relationship, depending on the specific structure where the sensors are embedded. In addition, when sensors are installed within a rotating roll, wire connection is no longer applicable for transferring data out of the embedded sensor and supplying power to the sensing electronics due to wire twisting. Energy efficient wireless data transmission is required to allow battery-operated, in-process sensing. Furthermore, for electrically assisted microrolling, as electrical currents are applied to soften the metallic workpiece, the roll structure is heated as well during the rolling process. The sensor design therefore needs to take into account thermal effect on sensor performance to ensure sensor stability.
The roll-embedded capacitive pressure sensor developed for microrolling process monitoring consists of two major components: 1) a cylindrical sensing rod that is inserted into the roll along its axial direction, with a series of electrodes deposited on its surface to form multiple capacitors; and 2) a customized stray capacitance-free, wireless circuit to measure capacitance changes due to microscopic deformation of the roll, which results from the working pressure across the roll-workpiece interface during microrolling. Such pressure in turn compresses the dielectric layer at the location of the electrodes on the sensing rod, leading to an increase of the capacitance that is subsequently measured by the sensing electronics and converted to pressure values computationally [13] by a back projection-based algorithm [14] - [15] . To understand the thermal effect caused by electrical pulses on the embedded sensor and electronics, finiteelement (FE) analysis of the sensor-embedded roll is performed to quantify the temperature distribution during the rolling process. The designed sensor with wireless data transmission capability was prototyped, calibrated, and experimentally tested on a desktop microrolling mill, where performance of the sensor is evaluated by correlating pressure measured online with the microchannel volume measured offline, using a white light interferometer.
II. SENSING PRINCIPLE
The embedded sensor is designed to fit in a microrolling machine that contains a textured roll (ø28 × 36 mm) and a smooth roll (ø66 × 30 mm). Four mounting holes (ø10 mm) with 90°a ngular separation were drilled along the axial direction of the smooth roll to accommodate up to four sensors simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the embedded sensor consists of a cylindrical glass fiber rod as the physical carrier of a series of receiving electrodes attached to its surface. A plastic film is coated on these receiving electrodes to form a dielectric layer between the receiving an excitation electrode. The excitation electrode, attached to the sensing rod, is insulated from the inner surface of the sensor mounting hole. When the sensing rod is inserted into the hole, a series of capacitors C 1 , C 2 , . . . ,C N are formed along the roll surface (e.g., N = 4, for four electrodes).
A. Pressure Sensing
The capacitance formed between the excitation and each of the receiving electrodes can be modeled as shown in Fig. 2 , where the electrodes are illustrated as two coaxial cylindrical planes in a polar coordinate (ρ, θ) system. Each pair of the electrodes covers an angular range of 2α degrees around the peripheral of the sensing rod. When no pressure is applied to the roll surface, the excitation electrode remains at the initial position ρ = R 1 , as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The corresponding capacitance value can be calculated as follows:
where ε 0 and ε r are the permittivity of vacuum and relative permittivity of the dielectric material (plastic), l is the width of the receiving electrode along the axial axis, and R 1 , R 2 are the radius of the excitation and receiving electrodes, respectively. Given that the thickness of the dielectric layer is much less than the radius of the sensing rod, i.e., d
Consequently, (1) can be simplified as follows:
During the rolling process, pressure-induced variation of the dielectric layer thickness leads to variation of the capacitance value. Because of the large difference in Young's modulus between the sensing rod R 2 (fiber reinforced plastic, 50 GPa) and the dielectric layer R 1 (PTFE, 0.5 GPa), errors caused by deformation of the sensing rod is less than 1%. Assuming the deformation of the excitation electrode is expressed as ρ = w i (θ), as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the resulting capacitance and the difference in capacitance before and after the pressure application at the ith receiving electrode can be expressed as follows:
Since the deformation of the excitation electrode, made out of copper, is much less than the materials used for the dielectric layer, w i (θ) << d, the term inside the integral operator can be expanded in the form of a Taylor series:
In the previous expression, the second and higher order terms can be neglected due to the small value of w i (θ), and as a result, (5) can be approximated as follows:
By substituting (2) and (6) into (4), the pressure-induced capacitance variation can be expressed as follows:
Since the integral of deformation wi(θ) is determined by the pressure applied to the surface of the roll, (7) indicates that the capacitance variation measured from each of the receiving electrodes is a measure for the spatial pressure distribution across the roll surface. An increase in the pressure causes a corresponding increase in the deformation and hence the associated capacitance, and vice versa. With multiple sensors installed around the roll circumference, a spatial-temporal pressure distribution map for the microrolled workpiece can be established. It should be noted that the analytical model represented by (1)- (7) assumes uniform pressure distribution along on the roll surface, and correlates capacitance measurement with applied forming pressure. In case of nonuniform pressure distribution along the roll axis, the capacitance output of each of the individual electrodes will be different, corresponding to the magnitude of the pressure applied. Describing such a scenario is analytically involving, due to nonuniform boundary conditions for the contact surfaces between different sections along the roll's axial direction. To address this issue, a numerical model has been established to calculate a sensitivity matrix that correlates pointwise pressure on the roll surface with capacitance readings from the sensor output. The effect of different types of nonuniform pressure distributions on sensor output as compared with uniform pressure distribution has been systematically investigated, and detailed results are reported in [16] .
B. Capacitance Measurement
To measure pressure-induced capacitance changes, a circuit has been designed and prototyped. The circuit is activated when a sinusoidal excitation signal is applied to the excitation electrode, causing a current signal to be received by each of the receiving electrodes. A current-to-voltage (C-V) converter then converts the current into a voltage signal and then amplified, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . According to Kirchhoff's law, the amplitude of the voltage signal at the output of each of the C-V converters is determined by the values of the capacitance C f and resistance R f in the feedback loop of the C-V converter.
Assuming the frequency of the sinusoidal excitation signal is f, the relationship between the excitation signal V and the output at each of the C-V converters is given by
where R f and C f are the feedback resistance and capacitance of the C-V converter, respectively. It is seen from (8) that, when the condition 2πf C f R >> 1 is satisfied, the amplitude of the output sine wave V i is proportional to the measured capacitance C i . Consequently, C i can be expressed as a function of the measured amplitude V i :
To measure the amplitude V i , the output signals of the C-V converters are mixed with the excitation signal of frequency f though an analogy multiplier, converting the sinusoidal wave into two components: one dc component with an magnitude that is proportional to V i and an ac component at frequency 2f. After removing the ac part by a low-pass filter, the dc signal is read into a microcontroller (Atmel ATMega128) through the analogto-digital conversion channel. Then, each of the N capacitance values can be determined by measuring the associated V i in sequence as controlled by the microcontroller. To avoid shortening of the output of the C-V converters, a multiplexer (MUX) polls each of the N receiving electrodes before they are processed by the lock-in amplifier. To exclude the effect of residual pressure applied by the tooling structure to the embedded sensor, the voltage offset determined by the initial capacitance for each measurement channel is recorded by the microcontroller and removed from the measurements. This procedure ensures that the measured capacitance values only correspond to the pressure variation as a result of the forming pressure applied on the roll during the microrolling process. Through this operation, capacitance values corresponding to the pressure applied on the roll during the microrolling process are determined. To relay the measured capacitance values to a remote PC for pressure data retrieval, a wireless communication module based on the ZigBee protocol has been designed. The ZigBee transmitter (TinyBee RP-M100) is controlled by the digital data stream at a Baud Rate of 115 200 Hz provided by the microcontroller via the serial port. The entire circuit, powered by two N-type rechargeable batteries installed in two ø15 mm battery mounting holes as shown in Fig. 1 , is prototyped on two printed circuit boards (PCBs), mounted on both sides of the smooth roll. A ZigBee receiver is connected with the remote PC where the received data stream is recorded and processed for pressure reconstruction.
C. Pressure Retrieval
To reconstruct the pressure distribution from the measured capacitance, quantitative relationship between the pressure and the capacitance needs to be established, for which purpose a numerical solution is developed. Given that the deformation of the roll is much smaller than the dimension of the roll structure, it can be assumed that each of the measured capacitance values, C i , (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) , is a linear function of the pressure applied on the roll surface, P j , (j = 1, 2, . . . , M). Such a relationship between C i and P j can be expressed as follows:
where
is the capacitance vector, with each of the λ components being normalized by the sum of all the capacitance values measured under full load, C i F , when
The symbol S in (10) represents the sensitivity matrix of λ versus p, and p = [P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M ] is the normalized pressure. Equation (10) describes a "forward" problem, in which S represents linear mapping from the permittivity vector space onto the capacitance vector space. Accordingly, the transpose of S, S T , can be considered as mapping in the reversed direction, i.e., from capacitance back to permittivity. The approximate solution for p is expressed as follows:
Given that the expression is subject to errors caused by S T [17] , regularization methods such as Tikhonov regularization has been investigated for error minimization. This is performed by solving the pressure distribution as follows:
wherep is the estimated solution from prior information, α is the regularization factor, and represents a constraint that can be defined, based on the expected error between the estimated and true pressure values. The pressure distribution is then found to bep
III. SIMULATION A numerical model of the sensor-embedded roll is established as shown in Fig. 4 . Detailed parameters for this model were set as listed in Table I . Since the middle section of the roll (1/3 of the roll length) is used for workpiece texturing in the experimental study, the same section is chosen as the sensing section in the numerical model, where the corresponding roll surface is evenly divided into 30 regions, corresponding to the dimension of the pressure vector p (M = 30) in (10) . The simulated sensing rod, with a length of 30 mm and diameter of 9.8 mm, is embedded beneath the roll surface. Four electrodes (N = 4), each 2 mm wide, are evenly distributed along the axial direction of the sensing rod across the middle 1/3 section. As a result, the sensitivity matrix has a dimension of N × M = 4 × 30. 
A. Sensitivity Matrix
To calculate the sensitivity matrix S, the output of the capacitors C (p,pk=1) i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) is simulated in the numerical model by forcing the pressure at the kth element (k = 1, 2, . . . , M) on the roll surface as a unit pressure with the magnitude being "1," whereas the rest of the elements are subject to pressure "0." Accordingly, each of the elements in the sensitivity matrix S can be defined as follows:
where C i p is the ith capacitance value for the case where a uniform pressure is applied to the roll surface, and C i 0 is the capacitance in the initial state where no pressure is applied. As a result, each of the elements in the N × M sensitivity matrix S represents the sensitivity of the ith capacitance measurement responding to a unit pressure applied to the location k (where the kth element is located) on the roll surface. Fig. 5 shows the specified values of the entries in the sensitivity matrix, where each data point represents the S ij calculated according to (14) along the width of the roll. Since the roll structure is continuous, pressure across the roll is not locally restricted but will affect regions adjacent to the individual capacitors. As a result, the sensing region of each capacitor is wider than the actual width of each electrode. This indicates that a higher number of electrodes will increase the spatial resolution for pressure reconstruction. At the same time, increasing the number of electrodes will lead to a decrease in the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, as the area of ach electrode that holds electrical charges will be smaller. This is a design issue that can be adjusted for optimized applications.
To establish quantitative relationship between the sensor's sensitivity and the embedded depth, capacitance between the excitation and receiving electrodes and the maximum stress in the workpiece are simulated. Given that variation of the stress is proportional to that of the strain, increasing of embedded depth will lead to decrease of the deformation of the roll and consequently, decrease of the capacitance measured by the electrodes, as shown in (7). Thus, the stress and capacitance values follow the same trend as the embedded depth increases or decreases, as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, the embedded depth can be determined according to the required measurement resolution for the application. For instance, to achieve a resolution of 5%, given that the accuracy of the circuit is 0.01 pF, capacitance variation needs to be greater than 0.01/5% = 0.2 pF when the maximum forming force (400 N) is applied. As a result, by referring to the capacitance curve in Fig. 6 , an embedded depth of 1 mm will satisfy the requirement.
B. Effect of Current on Sensor
As electrical current is applied to the workpiece during microrolling to soften the material and enhance texturing, the roll and the embedded sensors and electronics are thermally affected as well. To quantify the effect of current, temperature distribution across the embedded sensor and circuit board is numerically studied, with the result shown in Fig. 7(a) . The material of the workpiece is Titanium-alloy (Ti-6Al-4V), which has a resistivity of 1.78 × 10 −2 Ω·m. The roll gap is 200 μm, and the electrical current is applied to a 50-mm wide section in the middle of the workpiece. The current is set for the range of 20-45 A, which, according to the theory of Joule Heating, will cause maximum temperature increase in the range of 200-450°C. The electrically induced temperature increase on the smooth roll and circuit board is illustrated in Fig. 7(b) , where the current applied is 30 A.
The simulation was repeated by increasing the current at an increment of 5 A in the range of 20-45 A. The simulated maximum temperature values on the circuit board and sensing rod at each current level are shown in Fig. 8 . Since the circuit board is separated from the roll by a gap of 2 mm, heat is conducted to the board only through three mounting screws located at the edge of the circuit board, and released to the surrounding environment. It is seen that the maximum temperature on the board is at the level of 25°C, far below the upper temperature limit of commercial electronic components (85°C). In addition, the temperature of the sensing rod is consistently below 150°C, which is lower than the melt temperature of the fiber glass material (180°C) being used for the sensing rod. Furthermore, it is noted that current-induced temperature increase, as a function of the current intensity, has an effect on the capacitance measurement by the embedded sensor, given the temperature dependence of the dielectric material. The effect of thermally induced capacitance measurement has been investigated, and the result is shown in Fig. 8(b) , with the maximal capacitance variation being 1.8%. Such results indicate that the roll-embedded components will be thermally safe, in spite of the current application. This conclusion was experimentally confirmed.
IV. SYSTEM PROTOTYPING AND EXPERIMENTS
The embedded sensing system was prototyped, as shown in Fig. 9 , for real-time monitoring of the pressure distribution in a microrolling mill. The sensing rod, ∅ 9.5 mm × 30 mm in size, Fig. 9 . Microrolling-embedded sensing system. was made out of fiber glass material, and has four 2-mm-wide receiving electrodes deposited on its surface. The sensing rod is inserted into a ∅ 66 mm roll made out of D2 tool steel, at a depth of 1 mm beneath the roll surface. The axial and radial location of sensing rod is constrained by a key at the bottom of the sensor rod. Two ∅ 63 mm PCB containing the capacitance measuring and wireless communication modules are mounted at each end of the roll. The embedded sensing system is calibrated by a custom-designed test rig, shown in Fig. 10(a) , which applies a uniform force to the top of the sensor-embedded smooth roll by adjusting the four loading nuts on the upper plate, to simulate the forming force applied by the microrolling machine to the embedded sensor. Four piezo-resistive force sensors (FlexiForce ZFLEX A201-100) were placed underneath the test rig structure to provide a quantitative reference base for the applied force. Given that the forming force applied by the microrolling machine is in the range of 500-1500 N, tests were conducted with the applied force varied from 0 to 1500 N, at an increment of 100 N. For each of the applied force values, the test was repeated five times to evaluate the repeatability of the sensor output. The result of calibration tests is shown in Fig. 10(b) , where the applied force is plotted against and normalized output from each of the four capacitance readings.
The calibration result indicates that the four electrodes have different sensitivities w.r.t. the pressure. This can be traced back to the variation in the thickness of the dielectric materials, which determines the initial capacitance of each electrode. Furthermore, it is noted that the relationship between the applied force and the measured capacitance is nonlinear when the force is below 400 N during the initiation stage of dielectric layer deformation. The nonlinearity characteristic disappears when the measurement range increases beyond 500 N, in which region the output of the four capacitors shows consistent sensitivity to the applied force, at 2.2 mV/N. These irregularities are computationally corrected by the designed firmware, embedded in the microcontroller.
Before conducting systematic rolling experiments, the embedded sensor system is first functionally pretested in the desktop microrolling mill, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b) . The sensor-embedded smooth roll is the upper roll which is accommodated with a shaft in a flexure bearing house (FBH). The smooth roll is coupled with a textured roll (lower roll) made of tungsten carbide and textured by wire EDM, as shown in Fig. 11(c) . The textured roll has three sections along its length direction, each having a width of 10 mm and separated from the neighboring section by a 3-mm-wide smooth area. The width and height of the teeth in the three sections are 50 μm × 110 μm, 15 μm × 30 μm, and 60 μm × 50 μm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 11(c) . The rolls are controlled separately with two individual motors. The rotational speeds of the rolls are set to 1 r/min.
The gap between the upper and lower rolls is measured by two additional capacitive position sensors attached to the lower FBH on each end of the roll shaft. The initial roll gap of the machine is 400 μm, which is the same as the thickness of the Titanium alloy workpiece. To fully indent the teeth into the workpiece during the microrolling process, the gap was varied for 200, 220, and 240 μm, respectively, by adjusting the piezoactuator and the wedge-adjusting unit on the top and bottom of the rolling mill. Note that the roll gap readings do not refer to the real roll gap at the rolling zone due to the systematic deformation, such as roll bending, but it good enough to ensure the roll force levels are different with different roll gap sizes. Electrical current applied to the Titanium alloy workpiece was set to 20, 25, and 30 A, respectively. Each of the setups was tested by three 12 mm × 72 mm workpieces, which covers the middle section of the textured roll. The signal received by the ZigBee receiver was processed and read by a hyperterminal interface on a laptop computer. The outputs from the four receiving electrodes were sampled in the sequence from electrodes 1 to 4, at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. In Fig. 12 , one of the sampled waveforms is shown, where the peak shows the normalized capacitance reading from electrode #4 when the sensor rod is passing through the rolling zone. By comparing the experimental results with the simulation, good match is found between the two types of data. Furthermore, it is seen that the capacitive sensor starts to respond to the rolling pressure in a range of ±12°across the rolling zone where the excitation electrode on the inner surface of sensor mounting hole was deformed under the rolling pressure.
Based on the capacitance measured by the designed sensor, pressure distribution measured at the rolling zone is calculated by a pressure retrieval algorithm as described in (7)- (10) . The result of one of nine case studies where the current is set to 25 A is shown in Fig. 13 . The width of the workpiece is normalized for pressure retrieval, and the locations of the four electrodes along the workpiece are 0.125, 0.375, 0.625, and 0.875, respectively. The results are verified by comparing the measured pressure with the volume of imprinted channels on the rolled workpiece, which is measured offline by a NewView 7000 Series white light interferometer. Since the gap size determines the initial distance between the smooth and textured rolls, a smaller roll gap will result in higher forming force, and consequently, higher forming pressure on the rolls, and vice versa. Such a trend was validated by the experimental results, as seen in Fig. 13(a)-(c) where the maximum pressure decreases from 142 to 69 MPa as the roll gap increases from 200 to 240 μm. Compared with the channel depth measured offline, the channel volume follows the same trend as presented by the pressure curve. In addition, for each roll gap tested, the pressure concentration at the center of section along the width of workpiece correlates well with the maximum channel volumes formed at the same location. The measured results further reveals an unbalanced load application between the left and right end of the roll, given that the pressure on the left side is higher than that on the right side, which is caused by the tolerance of the rolling mill assembly. The same trend is confirmed by the measured channel volume. Fig. 14 illustrates the effect of the current in electrically assisted mirorolling (EAμR) on the indented channel volume. The current applied was 25 A, and the roll gap is 200 μm. The pressure and channel volume results are compared with the results from non-EAμR (nEAμR) test where no current was applied through the workpiece. It is seen from Fig. 14 that the channel volume produced by EAμR is larger than that from the nEAμR process, while the pressure that needed to be applied in EAμR is smaller. Such a relationship indicates that the material is softened by the electrical heating during EAμR, which facilitates the material deformation under the same roll gap.
To quantify the relationship between the measured pressure and channel volume, correlation of the two datasets is calculated:
where p i and v i are the measured pressure and volume in each section, andp and v are the average pressure and volume of the three sections, respectively. Physically speaking, the term r p−v represents the similarity between the forming pressure measured by the roll-embedded sensor during microrolling and the volume of the imprinted channels across the workpiece that is determined offline by white light interferometry. Specifically, the volume of an imprinted channel is calculated from the product of channel depth and width, averaged from values at three locations along the channel. The pressure value at each location is taken from the retrieved pressure distribution, which is determined using (13) . As shown in Fig. 15 , a correlation of 91% has been achieved from a total of nine case studies, confirming the performance of the roll-embedded sensing system.
V. CONCLUSION
An embedded capacitive sensing method for monitoring the spatial and temporal distributions of pressure across the interface between a rotating roll in a microrolling machine and sheet metal has been designed, characterized, and prototyped. To quantify the sensitivity matrix for pressure reconstruction and understand the effect of electrical current on the embedded sensor and wireless electronics during the microrolling process, numerical analysis based on a FE model has been conducted, predicting that electrical currents would not cause thermal damage to the embedded system. Experiments on a microrolling mill confirmed the prediction and the sensor performance as designed, with an average correlation of 91% between the pressure measured online by the embedded sensor and the channel volume calculated, based on the offline measurement using a white light interferometer. The good correlation confirms the effectiveness of the capacitive sensing method for monitoring the geometry of formed microscaled texture during the microrolling process, thereby paving the way for forming force control as textures are manufactured on thin metallic sheets, thus enabling truly intelligent microrolling. Man-Kwan Ng received the B.S. degree in mechanical engineering from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Hong Kong, in 2008, and the M.S. degree in engineering physics, electronics, and mechanics from the Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya, Japan, in 2011. She is currently working toward the Ph.D. degree in mechanical engineering at Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA.
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